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Believing in business and biodiversity Call for contribution
 
The Secretariat is inviting business, Parties and 
others, pursuant to decision VIII/17,  to submit:  

(1) evidence of the business case for 
biodiversity (e.g. case studies, reports), and 

(2) examples of good biodiversity practice 
for business (e.g. guidelines, benchmarks, 
certification schemes, reporting tools and 
standards). These could be at the company, 
industry or cross sectoral level. 

Submissions should be sent to  
secretariat@biodiv.org. 

T he eighth meeting of the 
Conference of the Parties to 
the Convention on Biological 

Diversity (COP-8) put an unprece-
dented focus on business. This re-
flects the importance attached by 
Parties to engage with business and 
the belief that business can and 
should be part of the fight against 
biodiversity loss. 
The importance of engaging major 
groups, including business, also 
comes as a corollary of the shift 
towards the implementation phase 
of the Convention. As stated by 
the newly appointed CBD Executive 

Secretary, Ahmed Djoghlaf, 
“business and industry have a 
crucial role to play in al l  aspects of 
sustainable development, including 
the biodiversity component. [The 
Secretariat] is  committed to 
working with business and industry 
to minimize negative impacts 
on biodiversity, promote good 
biodiversity practice, facil itate 

knowledge-sharing and technology 
transfer, and mainstream 
biodiversity”[2] . 
The rationale for such an 
engagement stems from the 
influence that business holds in 
most economies – as recently opined 
the Financial Times, “business 
is  at the heart of a successful 
society” [3].  It  also comes from the 

realisation that business “possesses 
biodiversity-relevant knowledge 
and technical resources, as well 
as more general management, 
research and communication ski l ls” 
(see article p.5). Additionally, 
there is a clear ‘business case’ 
for al igning corporate policies and 
practices with the objectives of 
the Convention (p. 2). 

Burgeoning opportunities
In most sectors and most markets, 
biodiversity is  at the heart of a 
successful business. In Curitiba, the 
International Finance Corporation 

( IFC) stated that “businesses that 
are able to integrate biodiversity 
protection with better overall 
business management are rewarded 
with improved performance, a 
better reputation, better access 
to f inance, reduced production and 
supply chain risks, reduced costs 
and access to new markets”[4]. 
The IFC’s Guide to Biodiversity for 

the private Sector, launched in 
Curitiba, explains how to manage 
biodiversity issues to “improve 
business performance and benefit 
from biodiversity” [5].
More generally, UNEP Executive 
Director, Achim Steiner, recently 
observed that “the mainstream 
Investment  community is waking      

lll continued on page 12

B&B newsletter launched
T he launch of CBD Business news marks 

the six month anniversary of COP-8, 
where Parties decided to engage more 

prominently with business. 
The newsletter provides a voice to people -- 
in large and small organizations, privately and 
publicly owned companies, business and trade 
associations, business schools, environmental 
groups, labour organizations, the UN System, 
and government -- interested in the articulation 
of business and biodiversity under the Conven-
tion on Biological Diversity.
It is an informal platform primarily dedicated 
to helping the ‘business and biodiversity com-
munity’ better prepare CBD meetings and, more 
generally, follow and contribute to the imple-
mentation of decision VIII/17. 
Themes for future issues will be in line with the 
agendas of SBSTTA-12, SBSTTA-13, and COP-9 
in particular. Over the course of the next two 
years, themes could include agribusiness, finan-
cial services, offsets, reporting, and tourism. 
Suggestions and contributions are welcome and 
should be sent to the editor.  

Fernando Almeida: 
mobilising business in Brazil
Business AssoCiATions | Page 3

Community-based business 
ventures for biodiversity
sMALL Business sCene | Pages 6-9  

Compiling 
good practice
THe LiBrAry | Page 11  

“From cleantech, to renewables and 
ecosystem services, the growth industries 
of the 21st century are emerging at an 
accelerated pace” - Achim Steiner
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HAVinG THeir sAy: THe Business AnD BioDiVersiTy MinisTeriAL BreAKFAsT (28 March 2006), co-chaired by 
the governments of Brazil and the Uk [1]. 
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The need for unity of purpose  
across all sectors

Minister Jim knight Mp (Uk) and CBD Executive 
Secretary Ahmed Djoghlaf at the Business and 
Biodiversity Breakfast. 

verbatim
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On 28 March, Brazil and the Uk co-hosted 
the Business and Biodiversity Breakfast on 
the margins of the high-Level Segment 
at COp-8. The event, which was held at 
the Graciosa Country Club, convened 
300 guests including ministers, heads of 
delegations and business leaders. in what 
follows, we reproduce the full speech of 
Minister JiM KniGHT MP (Uk). 

“ COP-8 is not just the chance to make 
progress on over 50 issues, many 
of them technical. It is also about 

exchanging ideas and adding momentum. 
We all know that far from slowing, the 
decline in biodiversity is accelerating. As 
things stand we are not going to meet our 
2010 target but we must not give up. 

The full engagement of business 
My political values are informed by the 
idea that we achieve more collectively 
than individually and I don’t think that 
unity across government is enough. We 
need unity of purpose across all sectors 
– public, voluntary and private.
Put bluntly, we cannot hope to achieve our 
aims without the full engagement of business.  
We could carry on trying to name and shame 
those that seek to exploit unsustainably, 
and hope that has an effect. 

We can regard all corporations as 
intrinsically evil and try and regulate 
them to achieve the public good.  
I don’t think either approach will work, 
they provide little incentive to do the right 
thing, and we simply don’t have time. 

In the minds of profit makers
No, we should do the opposite. We should 
seek to engage putting ourselves in the 
minds of the profit making sector. This is 

about asking not what business can do for 
biodiversity but what biodiversity can do 
for business. 
I believe that by understanding supply 
chains, understanding how brands like Fair 
Trade have added value for producers, by 
understanding the commercial drivers, we 
can develop some currency in then asking 

business to do more for biodiversity. 
I am pleased to report that I have found a 
growing number of business people willing 
to sit down and talk about the importance 
of biodiversity. 

One example of this willingness is the 
Business and 2010 Biodiversity Challenge, 
which my government co-sponsored during 
2005. I would like to thank our partners in 
the London and São Paulo meetings: the 
CBD Secretariat, the Government of Brazil, 
Insight Investment, IUCN and the Brazilian 
Council for Sustainable Development; 
as well as all of the participants in both 
meetings.

These meetings highlighted an increasing 
recognition by companies of the business 
case for managing their impacts on 
biodiversity as part of their management 
of risks to their companies’ operations, 
performance and reputation.

The potential impact of business on 
biodiversity is huge: as a user of vital 

ecosystem services but also as a contributor 
to ecosystem change. 

We realise this potential by harnessing the 
drivers for business. 

Engaging the public
Their customers are my voters. We need 
the public to continue to be engaged in this 
area and demand action from politicians 
and demand sustainable products from 
their retailers – as they are now demanding 
fair traded products in UK supermarkets.

Similarly, in 2003, a survey by an online 

recruitment agency [Totaljobs.com] found 
that 43% of jobseekers would not work for 
a company that did not have environmental 
or ethical policies. That is almost half 
of the workforce who expects better 
performance by their employers. Business 
managers know that a committed and 
healthy workforce make for a productive 

business environment. 

I would like to thank you all for coming 
here today to talk about how we can help 
each other reach our mutual aims for 
biodiversity and for business. I hope I have 
been a little challenging but we don’t have 
time for niceties. 

Globalisation has made international 
business and global markets the fastest 
and most flexible force for change there is. 
Our challenge is to make that progressive 
change for the good of biodiversity. 

I look forward to hearing your views.” 

in March 2006, Jim knight Mp was Minister for 
rural Affairs, Landscape & Biodiversity at the Uk’s 
Department for Environment, Food and rural Affairs 
(Defra). 

www.defra.gov.uk

This speech is also available online at www.defra.gov.
uk/corporate/ministers/speeches/jk060328.htm.

Minister Barry Gardiner Mp, the new minister for 
Biodiversity, is keen to continue to work on business 
and biodiversity and will contribute an article to the 
forthcoming issue of the CBD ‘Gincana’ magazine . 

[1] The reports of the London  (January 2005) and 
São paulo (november 2005) “Business and the 2010 
Biodiversity Challenge” meetings are available at 
www.biodiv.org/doc/meeting.aspx?mtg=B2010-01 and 
www.biodiv.org/doc/meeting.aspx?mtg=B2010-02, 
respectively.

At the Breakfast, the Vice-Minister of the 
Environment of Brazil,  Cláudio Langone, 
presented the results of the São paulo 
‘Business and the 2010 Biodiversity 
Challenge’ meeting [1]

This is about asking not what business can do for 
biodiversity but what biodiversity can do for business
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Mobilising business 
on biodiversity in Brazil

business associations

FernAnDo ALMeiDA, Executive president 
of the Brazilian Business Council for 
Sustainable Development, explains the 
organization’s role in fostering interest 
amongst the Brazilian business community 
in biodiversity and COp-8 in particular. 

T he Brazilian Business Council for 
Sustainable Development (CEBDS), 
also representing the World Business 

Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD), and its member companies 
represented a significant and enthusiastic 
segment of the business participants in 
Curitiba. 

CEBDS member companies, including 
Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), 
Natura Cosméticos S.A. and Petróleo 
Brasileiro S.A. (PETROBRAS) arranged 
elaborate booths and actively participated 
in side events. They also attended the 
Business and Biodiversity Breakfast, where 
I had the pleasure of making introductory 
comments. 
Many other companies were also present in 
Curitiba to showcase recent conservation 
initiatives and get a better understanding of 
the  business and biodiversity interface.

Biodiversity fails = business fails
Business cannot succeed on a society 
that fails – be it on social, economic or 
environmental grounds. The present and 
the future of companies will be shaped by 
sustainable development issues like water, 
poverty and, of course, biodiversity.
As highlighted by the statement of the 
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) 
Board -- which I used to belong to -- we 
are living beyond our means.  The trends 
and signals from nature are clear. The MA 
identified that 15 of the 24 ecosystem 
services are degraded or used in an 
unsustainable way.
CEBDS was also involved in the preparation 
of the MA synthesis for business, which 
spelt out the relevance of biodiversity for 
large and small companies.  
I believe that there is a real sense of 
urgency. There is a need to speed up the 
negotiations among Parties, companies’ 
decision making processes and getting 
actions now and results in 2010.
CEBDS responded positively to the 
invitation of the government of Brazil 

and the Secretariat of the Convention, 
to co-organise the London and São Paulo 
‘Business and 2010 Biodiversity Challenge’ 
meetings which took place in 2005. 

Meeting the 2010 challenge 
Many of our member companies contributed 
to the successful outcome of these 
meetings. These discussions helped pave 
the road towards consensus and a common 
understanding on biodiversity.
This commitment was demonstrated 
again, when many company executives 
participated in the Curitiba meetings.
As part of the preparation to the London 

meeting, CEBDS commissioned a survey 
on business and biodiversity in Brazil. 
This recommends actions for fostering the 
engagement of business towards the 2010 
target to significantly reduce the rate of 
loss of biodiversity. 
The report, which was also distributed 
at COP-8, showed that, in a range of 
segments, companies associated with 
CEBDS have demonstrated, in practice, how 
investment in conservation and sustainable 
use of biodiversity can offer economic and 
institutional gains. Ethical and transparent 
management guarantees not only business 
efficiency, but its very survival in more 
demanding markets, contributing this way 
to the 2010 target. 
We need to better communicate the 
message that biodiversity conservation 
should be recognized as a major business 
success.
In the run up to the Curitiba meetings, 
CEBDS also featured a special report on 
business and biodiversity in its flagship 
magazine Brasil Sustentável. 

Partnering for biodiversity
During the COP, CEBDS -- in partnership 
with WWF-Brazil, The Nature Conservancy 
and Instituto Internacional de Educação 
do Brasil (IEB) -- launched What on earth 
is biodiversity? Sponsored by CVRD, 
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische 
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) GmbH, the 
United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) and the World Bank, 
the book assembles a series of articles from 
civil society, media and business, showing 
their experience on contributing to the 
implementation of the Convention.

A statement was also delivered on behalf of 
CEBDS and WBCSD during the negotiations 
on business engagement. 
We are sometimes faced with a dilemma. 
While business has to assume its role on 
the historical degradation of biodiversity, 
it is, at the same time, increasingly seen 
as part of the solution. 
I think there is a need to get past the 
historical bias that envelopes the three 
major actors in the biodiversity scenario 
– business, governments and organized 
civil society.
I believe we shall get nowhere without 
the effective, democratic and transparent 
articulation between these three major 
actors. To this effect, CEBDS organized in 
Curitiba a side event on partnerships for 
biodiversity. 
More generally, CEBDS is open to deeper 
action and results with government, NGOs, 
civil society and stakeholders as a whole.  
These efforts have been recognized by 
CBD Executive Secretary Ahmed Djoghlaf 
who, in a recent letter, congratulated the 
organization’s “continued support to the 
Business and 2010 Biodiversity Challenge 
initiative”. 

The way forward
CEBDS fully supports the decision on 
business engagement which was approved 
at the COP and is now firmly committed to 
help in its implementation. This includes, 
for us, the sharing of good biodiversity 
practice, encouraging Brazilian companies 
to align their policies and practices with 
the 2010 target, and exploring ways to 
better measure company biodiversity 
impacts.  
Although the MA Board statement painted 
a dire picture of the world’s ecosystems, 
it also concluded that we still have 
time. I trust that leaders in the business 
community will use it wisely!

The Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable 
Development (CEBDS) is the Brazilian chapter of the 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD). 
www.cebds.org.br 
falmeida@cebds.org

photo © iiSD/EnB, Franz Dejon

The present and the future of companies will be shaped 
by sustainable development issues like water, poverty 
and, of course, biodiversity
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Monitoring decisions that  
might affect us

The international Council on Mining 
& Metals (iCMM) sent its programme 
Director, AnDreW PArsons to COp-8. 
he reflects on his time in Curitiba and 
evaluates the importance of this meeting 
for the industry.

Why was it important for the mining and 
metals industry to be at COP-8? 

M ining has the potential to affect 
biodiversity throughout the life 
cycle of a project. The potential 

for significant impacts is greater when 
mining occurs in remote, environmentally 
or socially sensitive areas. There is a great 
deal that companies can do to minimize or 
prevent such impacts. There are also many 
opportunities for companies to enhance 
biodiversity conservation within their 
areas of operations. 
Biodiversity management is thus a critical 
issue for our industry and ICMM has done 
much to assist our members to improve 
their performance, notably through our 
dialogue with IUCN. Foremost among these 
is the recent release of our Good practice 
Guidance. 
It is important that we attend CBD meetings 
to seek opportunities to describe what 
ICMM members are doing and monitor and 
influence decisions that might affect us.

Was the ICMM delegation present during 
the entire meeting? 
The ICMM delegation was me! I was present 
until the conclusion of the High-Level 
Segment as two weeks was more than I 
could afford to spend out of the office.

Were you involved in any side events? 
I helped to organize a side event and a pre-

COP meeting, both on biodiversity offsets. 
They were very useful opportunities 
to debate some of the complex issues 
surrounding offsets with a multi-
stakeholder audience. The COP was 
obviously a particularly good forum for 
engaging a diverse array of government 
representatives.
I also participated in other side events 
and these were excellent for debating 
leading topics, telling others about what 
we’re doing and learning about initiatives 
in other sectors. The side events were the 
most useful aspect of the COP for me.

What about the High-Level Segment? 
These discussions, especially the breakfast, 
were excellent opportunities for business 
to interact with ministers and senior 
government representatives on issues 
of interest to us. They weren’t nearly as 
formal as the negotiations, and this was a 
strength. I’d recommend that, in future, 
there is a more diverse array of business 
leaders present.

Were you able to interact with other 
industry associations? 
We have much in common with the oil 
and gas sector, so I found myself on the 
same podium as IPIECA [the International 
Petroleum Industry Environmental 
Conservation Association] on several 
occasions. The International Chamber of 
Commerce co-ordinated business meetings 
and common messages. But my primary 
reason for being at the COP was to interact 
with governments and NGOs and that’s 
where I focused my energies.

What take-home messages did you 
report back to your members?

There’s a lot of scepticism about 
multinational companies on the part of 
governments and NGOs.

ICMM’s proactive stance has been well 
received, but we need to keep delivering.

The business decision has opened a 
window of opportunity which we must 

•

•

•

make the most of.
The formal negotiations can appear 

very slow!

What do you see as key priorities for 
ICMM leading up to COP-9?
We need to ensure that our good practice 
guidance is implemented across the 
membership and encourage uptake by 
other companies too. Implementation of 
the guidance will contribute to achieving 
the 2010 target. I expect that we’ll be 
seeking input from governments at COP-9 
on how to improve it and asking them how 
they can use it in their countries. 
We’ll continue to work with UNESCO and 
others on landscape level planning as an 
approach to reconciling conservation 
priorities with developmental needs.
We’ll be talking to the Conservation 
Commons participants about sharing 
biodiversity information to improve 
decision-making. Companies need good 
information and also hold large amounts of 
biodiversity information themselves.
We hope that the offsets debate 
will make good progress and we will 
continue to contribute to that debate.  
In preparation for COP-9 itself, ICMM will 
encourage its members to work actively 
with governments in the revision of 
NBSAPs and attending the CBD’s technical 
meetings.

ICMM was formed to take forward the agenda identified 

in the Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development 

project’s 2002 ‘Breaking new Ground’ report. it 

brings together large companies and commodity 

associations. 

www.icmm.com 

andrew.parsons@icmm.com
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with governments and nGOs and that’s 
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“iCMM members 
are committed to 
improving their 
performance in 
this area, and also 
to taking a role in 
educating governments and 
the public about the benefits that the 
mining and metals industry can play 
in biodiversity conservation” -- ICMM 
Secretary General PAuL MiTCHeLL, 
foreword, Good practice Guidance for 
Mining and Biodiversity.
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solving the biodiversity 
data paradox
A COp-8 side event provided an update on 
efforts to establish a platform allowing 
conservation groups, the scientific 
community, and companies to share 
non proprietary data, an important 
contribution to “share information on 
biodiversity status and trends” in decision 
Viii/17, says ToM HAMMonD. 
 

T here seems to be a paradox. 
On the one hand, conservation 
groups and scientific organizations 

are chronically short of resources to 
effectively generate the biodiversity 
data and information we need to support 
conservation success. On the other hand, 
many of the largest corporations in the 
world, with revenues in some cases 
dwarfing many countries, are in urgent 
need of these assets. 

The value proposition
Comprehensive data, information and 
knowledge on the conservation and 
sustainable use of biodiversity are essential 
to reverse environmental degradation and 
species loss trends. Accessing biodiversity 
data and sharing conservation knowledge 
are, unfortunately, not simple tasks. 
Much of the data, information and 
knowledge is fragmented, difficult to find, 
or simply not accessible. This challenge is 
considerably magnified in many developing 
countries, where the consequences of 
the ‘digital divide’ present enormous 
challenges. 
Increasingly, businesses have begun 
to recognize the value proposition of 
integrating information on biodiversity 
into their decision making processes. 
Many have made pledges for mainstreaming 
the conservation of biodiversity into new 
developments, and further commitments 
to the principle of ‘no net loss’. A basic pre-
requisite for meeting these commitments 
is effective, on-demand access to the best 
available biodiversity data, information 
and knowledge. 
Forestry, mining, oil and gas, and agri-

business operators are reaching out to the 
conservation and scientific communities to 
help fill this gap. This is not philanthropy, 
nor should it be. Rather, the need for 
biodiversity data represents a very 
real business proposition and operating 
requirement for many companies. 
Companies, unfortunately, face the same 
challenges in accessing the biodiversity data 
they need – poor accessibility, fragmented 
sources, and in many cases a lack of clear 
standards to facilitate integration. Many 
investment decisions are thus taken with 
an incomplete picture of potential impacts 
to biodiversity. 

Unlocking biodiversity data
In some cases, companies are taking steps 
to build internal expertise  for gathering, 
integrating and interpreting biodiversity 

data in their operating structures. Despite 
the fact this is often tangential to their 
core business.
Around the world, conservation and 
scientific organizations are working against 
time to close critical gaps in our knowledge 
in order to preserve species, habitat, and 
life support systems of the planet. Within 
the current funding paradigm, however, 
these organizations simply do not have 
the resources to develop the data and 
information assets we urgently need, and 
are even less well positioned to deliver 
these assets in ways relevant to business.
A consensus of the need to work together 
to solve fundamental problems limiting our 
understanding of biodiversity is beginning 
to emerge. 
By bringing together scientists, 
conservationists and business people,  the 
Conservation Commons hopes to address 
these challenges head-on. Launched in 2004, 
and convened by the World Conservation 
Union (IUCN), the initiative helps unlock 
biodiversity data and information. It 
promotes conscious, effective, and 
equitable sharing of knowledge resources 
to advance conservation.

Initial business partners include energy 
companies BP plc, Chevron Corporation, 
and Shell Exploration & Production; mining 
company Rio Tinto plc; Linux and open 
source provider Red Hat, Inc.; and GIS and 
mapping software supplier ESRI.
Starting this fall, the Conservation 
Commons is opening a dialogue with 
companies and industry associations 
which have lead the way in incorporating 
biodiversity into their business models and 
decision making systems. 

A venture for joint solutions
The dialogue will explore joint solutions to 
improving access to data and information 
and will address: principal biodiversity 
data/information needs, and challenges of 
the companies in accessing these assets; the 
role of business in supporting open access 
to biodiversity data and information; and 
contributions from business of biodiversity 
data collected in their operations.
A ‘joint venture’ between business and the 
conservation community to dramatically 
improve access to biodiversity data and 
information – a partnership rooted in 
common needs – represents an important 
way forward to address these challenges 
and the spirit of Decision VIII/17. 
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The need for biodiversity data represents a very real 

business proposition and operating requirement 

for many companies

Tom hammond is Senior programme Advisor at the 

World Conservation Union (IUCN), Canada Office and 

Acting Coordinator of the Conservation Commons. 

www.iucn.org/canada

www.conservationcommons.org

tom.hammond@iucn.org 

Advance announcement 

Biodiversity data and business dialogue 
hosted by the Conservation Commons 

March 2007, Switzerland.

Covering: Global biodiversity data standards that 
would facilitate the integration and use of, site-level 
biodiversity data collected from field operations; 
Disclosure barriers that companies face in providing 
access to biodiversity data collected in operations; 
Partnership ways in which the conservation community 
and business can work together more effectively to 
improve access to and use of data. 
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Celebrating the power 
of community-based commercial ventures

seAn souTHey and GABy ToBLer reflect 

on efforts in Curitiba to profile sustainable, 

community-based, enterprises. 
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H osted by the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) 
Equator Initiative, the ‘Community 

Taba’ dialogue space invited grassroots 
organizations from around the world 
to exchange their experience and best 
practices in biodiversity conservation and 
development. 
Set aside in a unique dialogue space in 
front of the main convention centre, the 
Community Taba demonstrated that local 
communities, their intrinsic knowledge and 
interest in conserving natural resources 
within their immediate environment 
are a driving force for the achievement 
of the Millennium Development Goals 
and the 2010 Biodiversity Target. These 

local conservation efforts are frequently 
enriched by the sustainable practices of 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) 
as has been recognized by Decision VIII/17 
of the Convention.

A space for dialogue
On the Community Taba’s Business & 
Biodiversity Day (21 March), representatives 
of diverse community-based businesses 
demonstrated their active engagement in 
local biodiversity conservation [1].
The Union of Rural Cocoa Organizations 
of Ecuador (UNOCACE), for instance, 
explained how it switched to organic 
farming techniques in its production 
of cocoa and coffee. Today, UNOCACE 
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exports its products successfully to Europe 
and ensuing profits have vastly improved 
the livelihoods of the Union’s small-scale 
farmers and their families. 
Medicinal and cosmetics producer 
Associação Vida Verde da Amazônia - AVIVE 
highlighted how it has developed techniques 

for the sustainable extraction of medicinal 
and aromatic native plant species from the 
Brazilian Amazon. The community-based 
enterprise, which was a winner of the 2002 
Equator Prize, sells its products in stores, 
catering to local consumers and tourists, as 
well as online and abroad, thus generating 
economic alternatives for local women, 
youth, and people with disabilities. The 
organization leads an environmental 
education programme and produces seeds 
for the replanting and recovery of regional 
forests, where extractive activities 
threaten biodiversity. 
Cananéia Oyster Producers Cooperative 
(COPC), a 2002 Equator Prize finalist, is 
reconciling oyster harvesting with the 
conservation of mangrove forests. To 
ensure that local harvesting activities are 
sustainable, the cooperative launched 

intense efforts to promote community 
enforcement of legal regulations. The 
commercial entity established its own 
brand, skipped sales intermediaries and, 
as a result, tripled the price it receives 
for oysters. Profits are reinvested into the 
community by training women and youth in 
sewing and craftwork. Visits to their oyster 
farm provide a basis for local ecotourism. 
A group of Community Taba participants 
visited the cooperative’s nearby oyster 
farm in Cananéia, in the state of São 
Paulo. 
The Equator Initiative, a partnership 
that brings together the United Nations, 
civil society, business, governments and 
communities, builds capacity and raises 
the profile of grassroots efforts to reduce 
poverty through the conservation and 

sustainable use of biodiversity. 

Bringing capital, using local skills
In 2005, the Equator Initiative launched 
the Equator Ventures facility to promote 
SMEs that help conserve biodiversity in 
the equatorial region. In partnership with 

Conservation International’s Verde Ventures 
programme, it provides grants, loans and 
capacity development support to local 
businesses. While the Equator Initiative’s 
promotion of local entrepreneurs involves 
the transfer of financial capital and business 
skills, it also recognizes the potential of 
the domestic business sector to contribute 
to development through local resources 
and expertise. 
The Community Taba in Curitiba 
demonstrated the power of Small and 
Medium-sized Enterprises to conserve 
biodiversity and provide for sustainable 
economic development. 
The discussions showed, however, that 
there remain considerable barriers for 
SMEs in developing countries to create 
lasting sustainable livelihoods for local 
communities. Restrictions created by 

trade regulations, lack of access to 
markets and credit, lack of recognition 
of property rights, and political isolation 
as they relate to communities working to 
find economically-viable, biodiversity-
based livelihoods need, increasingly, to be 
addressed. 
Participants also stressed the need 
to encourage neighbouring producers 
and businesses to value and conserve 
biodiversity, as failing to do so could 
limit the effectiveness of a company’s 
environmentally proactive policies and 
practices. 
The Equator Initiative recently presented 
its experience in working with SMEs 
and diverse partners on the local level. 
Together with the Global Environment 
Facility’s Small Grants Programme, 
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the Equator Initiative published a book 
detailing 30 Latin American Case Studies 
of local initiatives. 

Spices, eco tours and handbags 
Entitled Community Action to Conserve 
Biodiversity: Linking Biodiversity 
Conservation with poverty reduction, the 
publication describes community-based 
organizations, as well as commercially-
viable enterprises, that actively advance 
the conservation of natural resources. 
Successful business stories range from the 
sustainable production and marketing of 
natural latex handbags in Brazil (Couro 
Vegetal da Amazônia SA) and organic spices 
and medicinal plants in Colombia (Red de 
Mujeres Productoras y Comercializadoras 
de Plantas Medicinales y Aromáticas), to 
the provision of rainforest expeditions in 
Peru (Ese’eja Community Ecotourism) and 
eco tours for fly-fishing and kayak fans in 
Belize (Toledo Institute for Development 
and Environment).
For COP-9, not only the inclusion of 
mainstream business topics will be 
relevant but, also, the input from small-
scale companies that directly rely on 
natural resources and have a direct 
interest to protect the natural habitat 
of their immediate living environment. 
The collection and sharing of successful 
business practices through dialogue 
spaces, peer-to-peer learning activities, 
and related research publications expands 
the Convention’s business focus to the 
local level. 
The active involvement of SMEs supplements 
CBD Decisions with biodiversity-related 
knowledge from local entrepreneurs and 
surrounding communities. At the same 
time, communities benefit from exposure 
to outstanding business ideas and practices 
that lead to the conservation of natural 
resources and provide valuable income 
alternatives.

[1] report available at www.undp.org/
equatorinit iat ive/equatordialogues/events/
CommunityTaba/Documents/Dr_March_21_English.
pdf#search=%22business%20and%20biodiv  

Sean Southey is Manager and Gaby Tobler is programme 
Officer, UNDP Equator Initiative.  

www.equatorinitiative.org

sean.southey@undp.org
gabriela.tobler@undp.org

ll small business scene
in this section also: Lucas Assunção, 
Mareike hussels and Derek newberry 
highlight the contribution of UnCTAD and 
Wri to the Curitiba small business scene.

The collection and sharing of successful business 
practices through dialogue spaces, peer-to-peer learning 
activities, and related research publications expands the 
Convention’s business focus to the local level

ViTALiAno sArABiA -- Union of rural Cocoa Organizations of Ecuador (UnOCACE) and BArBArA sCHMAL -- Green 
Life Association of Amazonia (AViVE) participated in the Community Taba Business Day. 
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A union for biotrade
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UnCTAD’s BioTrade initiative is recognised 
by Decision Viii/17 as a vehicle for 
promoting good biodiversity practice. 
LuCAs AssunÇÃo reviews the initiative’s 
work on market differentiation, market 
access and market promotion.

Biodiversity is increasingly making the 
headlines. As the wider public gains 
awareness of the value of biodiver-

sity, the issue is gradually becoming the 
object of consumer interest. Some predict 
a future mega-trend towards ‘biodiversity-
sensitive’ business and forward-looking 
companies are getting prepared. 
Launched by the United Nations Confer-
ence on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 
in 1996, the BioTrade Initiative works to 
promote trade and investment in biodiver-
sity-sensitive products in line with the CBD 
objectives -- ‘biotrade’ thus refers to those 
activities of collection, production, trans-
formation, and commercialisation of goods 
and services derived from native biodiver-
sity under the criteria of environmental, 
social and economic sustainability. 

The pivotal role of small business
The BioTrade Initiative works alongside 
governments and businesses, providing 
support and guidance on implementing 
BioTrade Principles and Criteria which are 
inspired by the Convention [1]. As a plat-
form for dialogue among stakeholders 
and decision-makers, the Initiative helps 
identify business needs and facilitates the 
emergence of viable solutions. It provides 
technical assistance to businesses to im-
prove the quality of their products in the 
supply chain by developing company-spe-
cific management plans for species, facili-
tates communication along the links of the 
chain, and brings company representatives 
to international events and trade fairs.
At COP-8, the Initiative organised a number 
of events for small and medium-sized en-

terprises (SMEs) aimed at highlighting the 
pivotal role of the private sector in achiev-
ing the CBD objectives and the challenges 
faced in engaging businesses in responsible 
biodiversity practices. Discussions around 
the 2010 Biodiversity Target, for instance, 
led representatives from the Peruvian Insti-
tute of Natural Products (IPPN) and Brazil-
ian company Natura Cosmeticos SA to call 
on Parties to (i) support the integration of 
biodiversity into existing ethical certifica-
tion processes; (ii) strengthen the role of 
trade promotion initiatives in support of 
biotrade; (iii) finance much-needed biodi-
versity product development; and (iv) build 
greater consumer awareness of biodiversi-
ty-benefiting businesses. By making trade 
work for biodiversity, bio-entrepreneurs 
can become key actors in conservation and 
poverty alleviation.  Decision VIII/17 was, 
in this regard, very opportune.
In Curitiba, UNCTAD also organised a 
roundtable on biodiversity and SMEs. Phy-
toTrade Africa’s Gus Le Breton emphasised 
that biotrade makes a difference “by cre-
ating opportunities based on local, indig-

enous, species which survive during years 
of drought and by creating markets and 
creating commercially valuable products”. 
Aurandina SAC’s Alfredo Menacho stressed 
that whilst biotrade businesses are finan-
cially self-sufficient, there is also an ur-
gent need for market differentiation. 

Towards market differentiation 
Issues such as consumer awareness, mar-
ket differentiation and the verification of 
the sustainable use of biodiversity came up 
time and again during the discussions. 
The need for market recognition for pri-
vate sector efforts towards compliance 
with BioTrade Principles and Criteria and 
the CBD was reaffirmed in later discus-
sions.  At a May 2006 roundtable organised 
by UNCTAD at the Vitafoods International 
Trade Fair in Geneva, importers and ex-
porters exchanged views on the potential 
of biodiversity for business development 

and the opportunities it offers to gener-
ate income for remote, rural communities. 
These benefits, however, depend on busi-
nesses receiving the necessary guidance to 
ensure efforts are resulting in conservation 
and sustainable use of biodiversity, and in 
the markets acknowledging these efforts. 
The idea of a Union for Ethical BioTrade 
as a way to improve international recog-
nition, as well as to provide a range of 
services to companies involved in biotrade 
activities, was born at this roundtable 
and developed in further meetings. For 
like-minded companies seeking to com-
ply with BioTrade Principles and Criteria, 
membership would validate and support 
their progress towards such compliance.  
Their products and services could thus be 
verified and effectively differentiated by 
consumers and other companies. Member-
ship would imply gradual adherence to the 
Principles and Criteria and a move towards 
the verification of products and practices. 
The Union would also allow consolidating 
already existing characteristics of BioTrade 
companies, such as working with new and 

exotic natural ingredients of consistent 
and superior quality. 
Since the inception of the idea, important 
steps have already been taken to develop 
the Union.  A Private-Sector Steering Group 
has been created to provide input into 
strategic decisions during the formulation 
phase.  This Steering Group will be facili-
tated by the BioTrade Initiative with contri-
butions from other relevant stakeholders, 
such as BioTrade National Programmes, 
governmental and non-governmental or-
ganisations, and labelling institutions.
The next few months will see the creation 
of the Union as an independent, non-profit 
organisation. We invite interested business 
to join us. 

[1] See www.biotrade.org/intro/principles/bti-princi-
ples.htm for more information. 
Lucas Assunção is Chief, Climate Change and Biodiver-
sity Section and Coordinator, BioTrade initiative
www.biotrade.org
biotrade@unctad.org

By making trade work for biodiversity, 
bio-entrepreneurs can become key actors in 
conservation and poverty alleviation

photo © iiSD/EnB, Franz Dejon
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Helping small entrepreneurs with 
big ideas build an ecological future
MAreiKe HusseLs and DereK neWBerry 
recall how COp-8 witnessed the 
engagement of government, civil society 
and entrepreneurs to address some of the 
specific needs of small businesses. 

W ith the increasing global 
challenge of ecosystem 
degradation, it has become 

clear that governments alone have been 
unable to prevent the loss of biodiversity 
on which functioning ecosystems and 
local communities rely.  At the same 
time, private businesses with grassroot 
connections to the regions in which they 
operate are becoming increasingly aware 
of the opportunities associated with 
the fostering of biodiversity beyond the 
requirements of government regulation.  
Responsible enterprises play an especially 
crucial role in places where large scale 
informal activity, such as deforestation, is 
difficult to control from central government 
offices.

Common agendas
Within this context, New Ventures – an 
enterprise development programme of 
the World Resources Institute (WRI) 
– was pleased to participate in COP-8 as 
the event brought together leaders from 
government, civil society and business who 
understand the importance of developing 
common agendas to address this complex 
problem.  
We witnessed this engagement firsthand as 
co-organizers of a two day event exploring 
the role of the business in biodiversity 
conservation hosted by the Fundação 
Brasileira para o Desenvolvimento 
Sustentável (FBDS). The workshop 
presented a range of business endeavours 
that are beneficial for biodiversity [1]. 
Linax Extração de óleos essenciais Ltda, has 
developed a process for extracting essential 
oils used for perfumed products from 
the basil plant, a sustainable alternative 
to the harvesting of the endangered Pau 
Rosa (Rosewood) from the Amazon Forest. 
Linax is one of over 100 ‘green’ Small and 
Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) supported 
by New Ventures in Brazil, China, India, 
Indonesia and Mexico. The programme 
provides professional mentoring and 
investor contacts. 

In Brazil in particular, New Ventures has 
observed the steadily rising pressure on 
the country’s exceptional biodiversity 
resources, on one hand, but also the 
creativity and innovative thinking of the 
country’s small business entrepreneurs, on 
the other.  

Entrepreneurial talent
Having witnessed the potential of this 
entrepreneurial talent, New Ventures 
believes that the SME sector can be a 
driving force for business that operates in 
harmony with the environment and local 
communities. While there is much to be 
learned about small enterprises and their 
environmental impacts, we know that in 
emerging economies, they are heavily 
involved in the ecological future of their 
countries.  The pervasiveness of SMEs 
means they can be a powerful force in 
damaging or protecting the environment. 

The small size of these companies means 
that they often bypass environmental 
standards created with larger companies 
in mind. At the same time, SMEs lack the 
support to tackle environmental issues at a 
scale appropriate to their business. 
Decision VIII/17 agreed in Curitiba 
reflects the importance of engaging local 
entrepreneurs to conserve biodiversity, 
noting that SMEs need assistance to ensure 
that their processes and operations are 
designed with an element of sustainability.  
New Ventures has worked with a number 
of small companies that are driving a local 
conservation agenda and would greatly 
benefit from additional support. 
Primar, an organic shrimp company from 
Brazil, is establishing a network of local 
farmers who adopt sustainable aquaculture 
practices. Jiangyou Xun Pai Organic 
Agriculture Co., a Chinese producer of 
organic roses, has independently trained 
hundreds of farmers in organic agricultural 
methods.
Many ‘biodiversity based’ businesses are 
relatively small enterprises, often in 

the start-up phase and are not yet fully 
self-sufficient.  Efforts to promote these 
businesses have yet to achieve scale. 
They tend to focus on assisting individual 
businesses rather than nurturing entire 
supply chains or markets.  

Achieving scale 
We therefore commend Parties for inviting 
organizations to develop and promote 
business models focused on biodiversity.  
The need for more of these scalable models 
has led WRI to consider complementing its 
enterprise development services with a 
biodiversity business incubator that would 
provide support specifically to start-ups in 
biodiversity based sectors.  
There is a plethora of anecdotal evidence 
available showing that small companies 
can be important drivers of innovation 

in finding ways to profitably practice 
biodiversity conservation. As a supporter 
of sustainable SMEs, New Ventures houses 
dozens of such examples.  For us, one 
of the highlights of attending COP-8 was 
seeing that so many other public and 
private sector representatives, as well 
as the development and not for profit 
communities, agree that a real solution 
to the biodiversity challenge as a global 
issue must include contributions by 
all stakeholders, from big government 
agencies to small businesses. 
Such a multi-pronged approach helps 
build sustainable markets and ensure the 
conservation of the species we all depend 
upon, whether as potential medical cures 
or local food sources.
[1] The agenda is available at www.fbds.org.br/article.

php3?id_article=292.

Mareike hussels is Associate and Derek newberry is 

researcher, Markets and Enterprise program, World 

resources institute (Wri).

www.new-ventures.org 

mhussels@wri.org

dnewberry@wri.org

small business scene

A real solution to the biodiversity challenge as a global 

issue must include contributions by all stakeholders, 

from big government agencies to small businesses

photo © Wri
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List of CoP-8 side events, 
statements and papers on business

Business AnD BioDiVersiTy (GenerAL)
American BioIndustry Alliance (ABIA). “Technology 

Transfer and the need for positive incentives”, www.

abialliance.com/html/news.html ll Brazilian 

Foundation for Sustainable Development (FBDS). “The 

Role of the Private Sector in the Implementation of 

the Convention on Biological Diversity”, www.fbds.

org.br/article.php3?id_article=292 ll InternationalInternational 

Chamber of Commerce (ICC). “Access and Benefit 

Sharing:� Does Certification Close The �ap�� �irst �iews Does Certification Close The �ap�� �irst �iewsDoes Certification Close The �ap�� �irst �iews 

of Stakeholders”, www.iccwbo.org/policy/ip/id7191/

index.html.

CosMeTiCs
Natura Cosmeticos SA. “ABrazilian company that enjoys. “A Brazilian company that enjoys 

a leadership on the Brazilian cosmetics, fragrances and 

toiletries (CF&T) market”.

exTrACTiVes
International Petroleum Industry Environmental 

Conservation Association (IPIECA) and International 

Association of Oil & Gas Producers (OGP). “Biodiversity 

Management in the Oil and Biodiversity Management 

in the Oil and Gas Industry” ll Petróleo Brasileiro 

SA (Petrobras) “Oil & gas Industry and biodiversity”, 

www2.petrobras.com.br/responsabilidadeSocial/

ingles/social/01_03_2006.asp.

FinAnCiAL serViCes
International Finance Corporation (IFC). Launch of A 

Guide to Biodiversity for the private Sector, www.

ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf/Content/Biodiversity_

highlights_BiodivConvention ll UNEP Finance 

Initiative (UNEP FI), Insight Investment, and Fauna 

& Flora International (FFI). “Protecting shareholder 

and natural value:�  The role of the financial sector 

in the protection of biodiversity”, www.unepfi.org/

events/2006/curitiba/index.html. 

LuMBer & PAPer ProDuCTs
Klabin SA. “Environmental Sustainability in Klabin”.

PArTnersHiPs
 Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable Development 

(CEBDS). “Partnerships for biodiversity” ll United 

Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR). 

“Public-Private Partnerships: The role of the private 

sector in the conservation and management of 

biodiversity, with a specific focus on relationships 

with local authorities”, http://dcp.unitar.org/spip/

rubrique�9.html ll The World Conservation Union 

(IUCN). “Guidelines for Private Sector Engagment”.

sMALL Business
Equator Initiative. Community Taba Business and 

Biodiversity Day, www.undp.org/equatorinitiative/

equatord ia logues/event s/Commun i tyTaba/

Documents/Dr_March_21_English.pdf#search=%22busi

ness%20and%20biodiversity%20events%22 ll UNCTAD 

BioTrade Facilitation Programme (BTFP) (BTFP). Roundtable on 

biodiversity and small and medium-sized enterprises, 

www.biotrade.org/cop8/COp8roundtable.htm, 

“Incentives for biodiversity business”, www.biotrade.

org/cop8/COp8Mar22.htm; and  Global Biodiversity 

Forum workshop on “Verifying Biodiversity Trade”, 

www.biotrade.org/cop8/COp8GBF.htm. 

TooLs 

Business and Biodiversity Offsets Program (BBOP). 

“The role of biodiversity offsets in conservation. An 

open roundtable discussion”, www.iucn.org/themes/

business/Biodiversity%20Offsets/Bishop%20intro%20C

Op8%20side%20event%2021%20March%202006.pdf ll 

CREM B.V. “Biodiversity in Sustainability Reporting”, 

www.biodiv.org/meetings/cop8mop3/cop-08-table-

industry.shtml?crem ll IUCN, ICMM, WHC, Shell and 

Cambridge Centre for Conservation Policy. “Landscape 

Level Planning”, www.iisd.ca/biodiv/cop8/enbots/

27mar.html.

TourisM 

TUI and Secretariat of the Convention on Migratory 

Species (CMS). “Wildlife Watching and Tourism”, www.

tui-group.com/en/konzern/tui_umweltmanagement/

umw_dest/biodiv/convention_biological_diversity.ht

ml;jsessionid=A82CE6E55ED61DCBA753786�C6A8253D.

TUiGrOUp.

WATer uTiLiTies 

Sanepar - Companhia de Saneamento do Paraná. 

“Protection water source program”.

oFFiCiAL sTATeMenTs & PosiTion PAPers 

Brazilian Business Council for Sustainable Development 

(CEBDS), Statement on behalf of CEBDS and WBCSD 

ll International Chamber of Commerce, Opening 

Statement, www.uscib.org/docs/iCC%20opening%20sta

tement%20COp8.doc and Statement of Private Sector, 

Working Group II, www.uscib.org/docs/private%20Sect

or%20intervention%20WGii%20item%202�%20COp8.doc 

ll International Finance Corporation, www.ifc.org/

ifcext/enviro.nsf/Content/Biodiversity_highlights_Bi

odivConvention%5C$FILE%5COfficialSpeech_Cassagne.

pdf ll UNCTAD, Statement on the role of private sector 

and cooperation with international organisations ll 

World Business Council for Sustainable Development 

(WBCSD), Statement to the eighth meeting of the 

Conference of the Parties, www.wbcsd.org/Docroot/

iklW3Sh8x88sF9O2Ul3X/cop8-statement.pdf ll 

The World Conservation Union (IUCN), Engaging 

Private Sector in Support of CBD Implementation,  

w w w. i u c n . o r g / t h e m e s / p b i a / d o c u m e n t s /

positionpapers/private-English-formatted.pdf.

We share a common 
interest in greater 
participation by business 
in the Convention’s 
substantive work. 
We believe that this 
participation will enrich 
the work of the CBD 
and allow business to 
share its expertise and 
knowledge 
Alix Heywood, on behalf of the 
International Chamber of Commerce
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16-17 October, Ottawa, Canada. Biodiversity 
Workshop. Mining Association of Canada ll 26-
27 October, Paris, France. 23rd UNEP Consultative 
Meeting on Business and Industry. Contact: 
Cornis van der Lugt (cornis.lugt@unep.fr) ll 31 
October - 1 November, Ottawa, Canada. Second 
National Conference of BIOCAP Canada, www.
biocap.ca/index.cfm?meds=section&section=67
&category=2� ll 7-8 November, Rome, Italy. 
Responsible Business, �alues and Profitability, 
www.esomar.org/web/show/id=66�57 ll 23-
24 November, Curitiba, Brazil. Latin American 
Tropical Forest Investment Forum: Issues and 
opportunities for investment in natural tropical 
Forests, www.itto.or.jp/live/pageDisplayhan
dler?pageid=223&id=16�3 ll 29 November, 
London, UK. Green Awards for Creativity in 
Sustainability, www.greenawards.co.uk ll 29 
November - 2 December, Porto Alegre, Brazil. 
Destinations2006, the 3rd Annual Summit of the 
World Tourism Forum, www.worldtourismforum.
o r g / s u m m i t s / p l o n e a r t i c l e . 2 0 0 6 - 0 2 -
16.2606268127 ll 5 December, Mumbai, India. 
Mainstreaming Sustainability in Indian Financial 
Institutions, www.unepfi.org/events/2006/
mumbai ll 6 December, Blair Atholl, UK. 
Biodiversity and Business. Scottish Natural 
Heritage Sharing Good Practice Event, www.
snh.org.uk/wwo/sharinggoodpractice/sgp2006/
sgp-lst2�.asp ll March 2007, Switzerland. 
Biodiversity data and business. Contact: Tom 
Hammond (tom.hammond@iucn.org)  

upcoming 
meetings

the calendar
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recent publications  
and reports

AGriBusiness 
sustainable Business Associates, July 
2006. organic Agriculture - Alternative 
food production. Reviews certification 
schemes and standards. www.sba-int.ch/pdffiles/

Organic.pdf.  
Business AnD BioDiVersiTy (GenerAL)

Brazilian Business Council for sustainable 
Development (CeBDs), January/February 
2006, Brasil Sustentável. Special report 
on COP-8. www.cebds.org.br/cebds/pub-docs/pub-bs-

fev2006.pdf.
CeBDs, March 2006. Business and 
Biodiversity in Brazil. Recommends 
actions that foster the engagement of 
business towards 2010 target. www.cebds.

dynalias.net/cebds/docnoticia/cop8-business-and-biodiversity-

in-brazil.pdf.

nurit Bensusan, Ana Cristina Barros, 
Beatriz Bulhões and Alessandra Arantes 
(eds), March 2006. What on earth 
is biodiversity?, CeBDs. Case studies 
of partnerships for biodiversity. www.

editorapeiropolis.com.br/detalhe.php?cod=131.

Brazilian Biodiversity Fund (FunBio), 
March 2006. Funbio + 10 Magazine - 
Busines and Sustainability. Celebrates 
FUNBIO’s 10th anniversary. Examples of 
good biodiversity practice. www.funbio.org.br/

publique/web/media/funbiomais10.pdf.

Walter reid, March 2006. Survey of Initial 
Impacts of the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment. Includes impacts of MA on 
business. www.maweb.org/proxy/Document.798.aspx.

FinAnCiAL serViCes
insight investment and Fauna & Flora 
international, March 2006. Protecting 
shareholder and natural value 2005. 
Benchmarks 36 uK-headquartered 
extractive and utility companies. www.

insightinvestment.com/Documents/responsibility/protecting_

shareholder_and_natural_value_2006.pdf.

international Finance Corporation (iFC), 
March 2006. A Guide to Biodiversity for 
the Private Sector. Web-based. Helps 
businesses understand how they can 
manage business risks from biodiversity 
issues, and how they can capitalise on 
business opportunities associated with 
biodiversity maintenance and protection.
www.ifc.org/BiodiversityGuide.

uneP Finance initiative, July 2006. Show 
me the money: Linking environmental, 
social and governance issues to company 
value. Based on expertise of more than 22 

financial services firms. Extracts 
key factors linking environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) issues 
to company value. www.unepfi.org/fileadmin/

documents/show_me_the_money.pdf .

unPri, April 2006. Principles for 
responsible investment. Coordinated 
by UNEP Finance Initiative and UN Global 
Compact, backed by leading institutional 
investors, to identify actions for 
incorporating ESG issues into mainstream 
investment decision-making. Contains 
background on the Principles, the 6 
Principles, and FAQ. www.unpri.org/files/pri.pdf.

WWF-uK, January 2006. Shaping 
the future of sustainable finance: 
moving the banking sector 
from promises to performance. 
Benchmarks banks’ policies against 
international norms. www.wwf.org.uk/filelibrary/

pdf/sustainablefinancereport.pdf.  
MininG 

international Council on Mining & Metals 
(iCMM), June 2006. Good Practice 
Guidance for Mining and Biodiversity. 
Provides reference source on biodiversity 
which can be used by companies at all stages 
of their operations. Covers: the relevance 
of biodiversity to mining companies; the 
management and integration of biodiversity 
into day to day operations; typical tools 
and processes needed for assessment - 
including stakeholder engagement; and 
checklists and other supporting materials.
www.icmm.com/library_pub_detail.php?rcd=195. 

PArTnersHiPs 
The World Conservation union (iuCn), April 
2006. Guidelines for IUCN Engagement 
with the Private Sector. Developed to 
assist with the implementation of the IUCN 
Private Sector Strategy. www.iucn.org/themes/

business/Secretariat/Guidelines/pS-Guidelines%20Final%20_

18%20June%202006_.pdf. 
sMALL Business

unDP equator initiative and GeF 
small Grants Programme, March 
2006. Community Action to Conserve 
Biodiversity: Linking Biodiversity 
Conservation with Poverty Reduction. 
Case studies from Latin America and the 
Caribbean. www.undp.org/equatorinitiative/

equatorknowledge/publications.htm?#publications

please send information on new titles 
and upcoming events to the editor.

the library
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Today’s entrepreneurs are 
showing more interest. 
The sustainable use of 
biodiversity has achieved 
market value, becoming 
important to the small 
and medium-scale 
productive sector such as 
cooperatives, nGOs and 
even communities and 
tribes. Large companies 
are also increasing their 
investment in renewable 
natural resources 

Pedro Leitão, FUNBIO Secretary General
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Believing in business and biodiversity
lll continued from page 1 
to the burgeoning opportunities 
associated with sustainabil ity promoting 
companies, technologies and investment 
funds. From cleantech, to renewables 
and ecosystem services, the growth 
industries of the 21st century are 
emerging at an accelerated pace”[6].
In the mainstream business press, in-
creasing space is devoted to conserva-
tion issues, as i l lustrated by the recent 
cover story of Fortune  on the ‘greening’ 
efforts of retailer Wal-Mart. Similar ex-
amples abound, in numerous sectors 
and countries [7]. 
While most companies are sti l l  unaware 
of the l inkages 
between biodiver-
sity and their op-
erations, scores 
of init iatives, 
in many sectors 
and markets, are 
emerging to help 
integrate biodi-
versity into corpo-
rate decision mak-
ing. COP-8 also 
provided an op-
portunity to pro-
fi le good practice 
tools and examine 
cross sectoral is-
sues, such as bio-
diversity offsets, landscape level plan-
ning, and biodiversity in sustainabil ity 
reporting (see l ist of events, p. 10). 

Increased participation
COP-8 witnessed a signif icant increase 
in the number of business participants 
(see graph above), another clear indi-
cation of a growing business interest in 
biodiversity. Approximately two hundred 
business individuals from transnational 
corporations; state-owned enterprises; 
global, national and local business or-
ganizations; international industry as-
sociations; as well  as small  and medium 
sized companies were in attendance. 
As such, agribusiness, automobile, bio-
technology, cosmetics, f inancial serv-
ices, mining, oi l  and gas, pharmaceu-
ticals, and the tourism sector were all 
represented. 
Brazil ian companies were particularly 
well  represented, some of them also 
operating booths at the exhibition 
hall.  The Brazil ian Business Council  for 
Sustainable Development (p. 3), the 
Brazil ian Foundation for Sustainable 
Development (p. 9) and many other or-
ganizations are to be credited for suc-
cessfully mobil izing the Brazil ian busi-
ness community at this event. 

Deciding to engage 
Decision VI I I/17-- the first in the his-
tory of the Convention focusing exclu-
sively on business [8] --  emerged after 
a year long consultation, organised 
by the governments of Brazil  and the 

UK, the World Conservation Union, the 
Brazil ian Business Council  for Sustain-
able Development, Insight Investment, 
and the CBD Secretariat. An informal 
brainstorming session organised in Lon-
don in January 2005 examined ways to 
strengthen business engagement in the 
implementation of the Convention as a 
means of working towards the 2010 tar-
get to achieve a signif icant reduction in 
the rate of biodiversity loss. 
In September 2005, a recommendation 
was formally tabled at the first meet-
ing of the Ad Hoc Open-ended Working 
Group on the Review of Implementation 
of the Convention and a second meeting 

was held in São 
Paulo in November. 
This recommenda-
tion became Deci-
sion VI I I/17 in Cu-
rit iba. Discussions 
are now underway 
regarding follow-
up activit ies.
The Decision un-
ambiguously calls 
for greater busi-
ness engagement 
and thereby com-
plements earl ier 
references to 
business in the 
Convention Text 

itself, past Decisions, and in the 2002 
Strategic Plan. Noting this shift, the 
IFC’s Director of the Environment and 
Social Development Department, Rachel 
Kyte, observed that “the question was 
no longer what is the role of the pri-
vate sector in advancing the goals of 
the Convention, but how. The debate 
shifted from philanthropy and fundrais-
ing to the business of biodiversity” [9]. 
The Decision, whilst emphasing that “re-
sponsibil it ies for implementation of the 
Convention rest primarily with Parties”, 
promotes (1) governments’ engagement 
with business in the development and 
implementation of biodiversity strate-
gies and action plans, (2) greater par-
ticipation of business in CBD meetings, 
(3) the articulation and dissemination 
of the ‘business case’ for biodiversity, 
and (4) the compilation and develop-
ment of good biodiversity practice (see 
“call  for contribution” on p. 1). 
As highlighted by Ahmed Djoghlaf, “the 
Convention wil l  not be implemented by 
governments alone; the participation of 
al l  civi l  society actors is  needed. Pri-
vate sector participation is vital if  we 
want this Convention to translate into 
reality” [10].  The Secretariat wil l  work 
with the UNEP Division of Technology, 
Industry, and Economics (DTIE), and 
others, to help businesses better par-
ticipate in CBD meetings, implement 
Decision VI I I/17, and become key play-
ers in translating the Convention into 
reality. This newsletter is, we hope, a 
f irst step in this direction.
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